Non-1” maps (excluding 1:25,000)

- 6” to 1 mile: “Edition of 1924 Reprint 150/41” Sudeley Castle (covers 2x3 miles to S. & W. of castle). Marked “Sudeley” in biro on margin

- 2 inches to mile Isles of Scilly. 5th relief edition. “Special District (Relief) Map” “1933 with periodical corrected reprints. Printed note “Telecommunication only between the islands” (!)

- 1:100,000. Wiltshire. Monochrome, with new (1-4-72) boundaries, down to Civil Parish level, overprinted in red & Parliamentary constituencies in blue.

Geological Maps


- Isle of Wight. Drift, One-Inch map (2nd Edition) Reprinted 1947 1,000/8/47